The Academic Writing Librarians blog was established by Helen Fallon, Maynooth University, in 2010 to encourage and support librarians to publish.

As of May 2017, the blog has had almost a quarter of a million hits worldwide, with approximately 8000 hits per month.

The blog is promoted via @HelenFallon

Global Impact

240k hits worldwide since 2010 launch

"I am a tenure-track librarian who must publish to achieve tenure. Thanks for helping me expand my reach"
Sharon Holdeman, Tennessee Technology University, USA

"Stop googling on academic writing! Find the best academic writing resources here!"
Maria Svenningsson, Linköping University Library, Sweden

"This blog was instrumental in the success of my first peer-reviewed article"
Justin Parrott, NYU, Abu Dhabi, UAE

"Anyone can start a blog but not too many people can keep it going. This blog has evolved and developed over the years"
Dr. Graham Walton, Editor-in-Chief, NRAL

"immense use to African authors to learn from accomplished writers to improve upon our writing skills"
Miriam Akeriwe, University for Development Studies, Ghana

Coverage

Calls for posters/papers

Top tips from published authors and journal editors

Links to articles and presentations

Guest posts

Most popular guest post

"Why I recommend librarians do doctoral research"
Dr. Mary Delaney
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